NOTES:

1. Each advance warning sign shall be equipped with at least two flags for daytime closure. Each flag shall be at least 18" x 18" in size and shall be orange or fluorescent red-orange in color. Flashing beacons shall be placed of the location indicated for lane closure during hours of darkness.

2. A C20-2 "END ROAD WORK" sign, if applicable, shall be placed at the end of the lane closure unless the end of work area is obvious, or ends within a larger project's limits.

3. If the W20-1 sign would follow within 2000' of a stationary W20-1 or G20-1 "ROAD WORK NEXT MILE", use a C20(CA) sign for the first advance warning sign.

4. All cones used for lane closures during the hours of darkness shall be fitted with retroreflective bands (or sleeves) as specified in the specifications.

5. Portable delineators, placed at 1/2 the spacing indicated for traffic cones, may be used instead of cones for daytime closures only.

6. Flashing arrow sign shall be either Type I or Type II.

7. For approach speeds over 50 mph, use the "Traffic Control System for Lane Closure on Freeways and Expressways" plan for lane closure details and requirements.

8. A minimum 1500' of sight distance shall be provided where possible for vehicles approaching the first flashing arrow sign. Lane closures shall not begin at the top of crest vertical curve or on a horizontal curve.

9. Place a C30(CA) sign every 2000' throughout length of lane closure.

10. Median lane closures shall conform to the details as shown except that C20(CA) and W4-2L signs shall be used.

11. At least one person shall be assigned to provide full time maintenance of traffic control devices for lane closure unless, otherwise directed by the Engineer.

NOTES:

See Revised Standard Plan RSP T9 for tables.

Use cone spacing X for taper segment, Y for tangent segment or Z for conflict situations, as appropriate, per Table 1, unless X, Y, or Z cone spacing is shown on this sheet.

Unless otherwise specified in the special provisions, all temporary warning signs shall have black legend on fluorescent orange background. California codes are designated by (CA). Otherwise, Federal (MUTCD) codes are shown.